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            &quotI've been going to Westwood for years, and there is something that stands out about this veterinary: each staff member and doctor is willing to go above and beyond to help you and your pets have an excellent experience. I've  ..."

            Josh
        

    
        
            &quotPositive: Professionalism, Quality, Reliability, Responsiveness, Value

I use both the small and large animal sides of this clinic. the vets are determined to get to the bottom of any problem. I appreciate the fairness in ..."

            Lucy
        

    
        
            &quotThey did a great job with my dog Mavericks surgery! definitely recommend them. They seem caring and kind!"

            Makenzie
        

    
        
            &quotWestwood Animal Hospital is the best and we really would like to share praises to Dr Manley who is on staff there.  She is an excellent vet!

"

            Jerry
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									Reproductive Health ServicesSurgical ProceduresGeneral MedicinePet NutritionMicrochipping 

                                

                                
                                     As a pet owner it is important to take every step towards dependable care, especially when considering your pet’s reproductive health. In offering reproductive health services, our goal is to ensure all aspects of pregnancy and fertility are uncomplicated. Whether you have extensive experience breeding, are new to the venture, or are considering spay or neuter, we can assist with numerous services. If you have questions about any of the following services or would like to schedule an appointment, please contact our office at your convenience.

 As pet care specialists, we are proud to extend surgical services to our patients. Our skilled physicians and technicians are proficient in a variety of surgical procedures, allowing your pet to obtain precise care. Prior to scheduling surgery, we will discuss all treatment options available to you and your pet. Our goal is to allow you to fully understand the benefits and potential risks of surgery and make an informed decision about your pet’s care. Patients will also need to complete a full physical evaluation and blood work panel to ensure...

 In providing general pet medicine, our veterinary staff is capable of diagnosing and treating a variety of pet medical needs. Our approach to diagnostic and therapeutic services is meant to allow you and your pet increased comfort while maintaining confidence that you are in capable hands. At our veterinary office, we take corresponding safety precautions and observe all sanitation standards. Our goal is to provide quality pet care and exceptional customer service. 
    As a general practitioner, we can diagnose and treat a variety of health...

 Nutrition, including controlling your pet’s weight, seriously affects pet health, especially as your pet ages. Weight management is one of the most critical factors in maintaining pet health. Giving your pet unlimited access to food (free feeding) is one of the worst things you can do. The standard serving for felines and canines is 120-170 calories per pound of body weight. If you’re trying to help your pet gain weight, increase caloric intake, and if you’re wanting your pet to lose weight, decrease caloric consumption. During a routine exam,...

 Even the most responsible pet owner could leave the garage door open or forget to close the gate, resulting in a lost pet. Microchipping your beloved pet could be the difference between having your pet returned and not being able to find them. While it is estimated that nearly 3 million pets in shelters are euthanized annually, some of those animals are pets whose owners were unable to find them. AVID, one of the major microchip manufacturers, states that approximately 1,400 pets with microchips are reunified with their owners per year, saving...
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										Dedicated to providing you

										with expert veterinary care.
									

								

							

							
								
                                    
                                        Do I need to have my dog’s dew claws removed? Most dogs with dew claws attached are in perfect health. Removing dew claws is not a necessity, rather a preference some pet owners have. Dew claw removal is recommended for pets who dig frequently and are at risk for ripping the claws off, a painful and unnecessary experience. If you prefer to have... ...Read More


How long do pets teethe? The age at which pets lose teeth varies. Most dogs lose their deciduous teeth between the ages of five to eight months, while cats lose theirs between the ages of three to six months. Unlike humans, pets will lose teeth as their adult teeth grow in and push deciduous teeth out. You will not need to... ...Read More


How do I clean my pet’s eye discharge? Some pet breeds are more susceptible to excessive eye discharge. For pets with lighter fur, this discharge may stain the area around the eyes, causing a pet to look unclean. Cleaning these ocular secretions is extremely important, as a build-up of eye fluid may cause harmful bacterial infections.... ...Read More


Do I need to cut my cat’s claws? Clipping the points off cat claws can prevent damage to furniture, stop your pet from getting an ingrown nail, or avoid having their nails grow so long they injure themselves. Clipping claws is not necessary, but many veterinary professionals recommend it, and some practices will even clip them for... ...Read More


Does my cat need grooming? Cats typically do not need grooming. They are inclined to clean themselves and have a tongue meant for cleaning fur. Occasionally, your cat may trample through mud and require a bath, but these instances are rare. However, if you have an allergy sufferer in your home, bathing your cat may improve... ...Read More


Can I shave my dog? Most pet owners believe that shaving their dog during summer months helps them keep cool; however, thicker coated breeds have an internal thermostat that allows their body to adjust to warmer weather and self-regulate their internal temperature, so they do not need to be shaved. Shaving a dog that... ...Read More


Is my female pet menstruating? Female pets that are not spayed will enter a heat cycle and menstruate. Similar to human women, if a pet is not impregnated during her heat cycle, she will shed her uterine lining and bleed. Purchasing pet-specific diapers will help absorb any bodily fluid that your pet may excrete. If a pet refuses... ...Read More


Why does my dog eat its feces? There are numerous reasons why dogs eat their feces. The medical term for the act is called coprophagy. Reasons can include: 
    
        
        A dog is ashamed for defecating and eats it to “hide the evidence”. 
        
        
        A dog is bored and knows eating fecal matter gets... ...Read More


Why does my dog walk in a circle before lying down? Circling their sleeping place is one of the many “wild” habits that canines never evolved away from. In the wild, dogs would circle a grassy area to trample down grass and make a comfortable surface to lie on. Circling is also how dogs mark their territory, so it is possible they are also staking... ...Read More


Why is my cat suddenly refusing to use its litter box? Cats refuse their litter box for several reasons. The reason why your cat chooses not to use the litter box depends on where they are opting to go instead. Cats who start to relieve themselves just outside the litter box are trying to signal you to clean the box. No pet likes to step in their own... ...Read More
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